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Abstract. This work was stimulated. by investigatiou OB Marm. Reaewa! 
Processes. For finding analytic solutions (to compute the probabilities of certall! 
states of the system) multivariate Laplace transforms C&J1 be used. Tables witL. 
correspondences of function and their transforms very rarely help to solve IUch 
problems. 

In Chapter I number theoretical numerica are applied to compute the orig
inal function of a multivariate Lap)ace transform given. Starting with the com
plex multivanate inversion theorem the domain of integration is mapped onto 
the a-dimensional unit cube G.. Using a periodization of the integrand new 
results concerning the vanishing of the multivariate Laplace t·ransform in regard 
of the modified numerical inversion formula are Ihown. 

In Chapter 11 t.wo implementat.ions are discussed: A method to implement 
a. Manager-Worker Process (MWP) t.o reduce t.he idle t.imes of t.he processors 
is presented and the tasks of the Manager and the Workers are defined. The 
numerical invenion using this method withSTRANDH has been implemented 
on a h~terogenoul workstation net. The MWP provided a good load balancing. 
Another implementation with C-LINDA has been done on a Shared Memory 
MIMD system. We also implemented a kind of MWP. Numerical experiments 
have shown that the decomposition of the problem is sufficiently. 

Key worda: Laplace transform, numerical integration, lood lattice pointa, 

parallel computat.ion. 

Chapter I 

Introduction .. This work was stimulated by investiga.tions 
on Marlrt)W Renewal Processes (MRP). An MRP is described by & 
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matrix-va.lued integra' equation on several variables. 
A possible question concerning such a process could be: 

"What's the probability to rest t seconds in the state; if the 
. system first was in the statei 

( G( i,;, t) = P(T,,+1 - T .. ~ tlX .. == i 1\ X"H = j) ) 'In 

For finding analytic solutions we can use multivariate La,t)la.ce 
tra.nsforms. The inversion of such transforms can be difficult. Be
ca.use tables with correspondences of functions and their transforms 
very rarely help to solve such problems. 

The basic idea. Starting with the complex multivariate in
version theorem we map by means of conformal mappings the do
main of integration onto the s-dimensional unit cube G,. To meet 
the requirements for the utilization of numerical integration by 
number theoretical methods (e.g. good lattice points, optimal co

efficiants) and to remove certain singularities of the integrand, we 
first have to apply either an a.lgebraic periodization or a. trigono
metric Beta periodization. There are estimations concerning the 
deviation which consider either the differentiability and the vanish
ing of the Laplaee transform as the method of good lattice points. 

1. N umeri~ integration. 

DEFINITION H Let G, be the a-dimensional unit cube. A func-r . 

tion f E E~ if f ; G. -+ R continuous, f(X) = f(X + Z) VZ E Z' 
ana 

~~b ..• ,m.)=o(_ 1 _»). 
ml ... m .. a 

(1) 

REMARK 1. 

c(m~, ... ,m.)= f f(Zl, ••• ,:c.)e-27t<M,X>dz1 ···d:c. (2) 

G. 

are the Fourier coefficients of f(X), Q' > 1 and m = max(lml, 1). 

Theorem 1. f E E~. and let 41,'" ,a, E Z be optimal ooefIi-
~ '.' 
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cents modulo N tben 

(3) 

{~} = z - [z1 is tbe fractional part olz. 

Korobov [5} proved the existence of optimal coefficients' fot 
all primes. This leads to the constuction of a so called optimal 
paraIlelepipedal lattice. 

({ all:} - .. {a,I:}) 
XI; = N , .. " N k E {I, ... ,N}, 

H. Niederreiter [6} proofed the existence of good lattice points 
for all N ~ 2 and for all dimensions. 

To meet. the requirements of theorem 1 we must be sure that 
lE E!. 

In partIcular I(X + Z) = leX) VZ E Z' must be guaranteed. 

aa'/ DEFINITION 2. Let - cs be continuous (- I E Ha') and oZI" ·oz, 
a ~ 2. 

The finding of a function +(ZI,' .. ,z.) E H! which meets 

+(ZI •... , Z.-I, 0, Z,,+1,'" ,z.) = +(ZI, ... , z.,_1.1, Z,,+I,"" z,), (4) 

(':'+) = ('!"+) n :: 1, ... , a - 2, (5) vz: ~~=o vz: ~~=1 

J /(ZlJ oo .,%,)dz1 • .. dz, = f +(ZI, ... ,z,)dz1 , .. dz, (6) 
G. G. 

io called complete periodization. 

. DEFINITION 3. The function" : [0,1] - (0,1], 9( -r) = z is called 
a periodization function of order a if 



(a) .'(1") > 0 Vl" E (0,1). 

(b) •• (0) = 0, 

•• (1) = 1, 

(c)-'<")(O) = 9<·)(1) = o V .. E {1, ••• ,a}. (7) 

Theorem 2. Let .(1"_) = z •• 1< 11 , • be.& periodization 

function ot order a and Do(X)~ lJzr:.~:: be continuous with 
l.l)«(X)1 < C VX E G. then 

(8) 

:;: //(.(1), ... ,.(f',».'(l"l) ... 9'(l".)df'l ... dl".. (9. 

G. 

Proof· Let .(~) :j/(.(l"l), ... , .. (1".»Y{1"1)'···.'(1".). 
We consider t,be Fourierseries 

. ! 

. +(X) = E c(M)e'n<M,z> 
; JI£Z' 

with t.he Fourier coef6cienta I +(X)c-211'i<JI,x> cl: l ···tlz •. 
, G. . 

Now we perform an a-times partial integration with respect to 
all •. ~rdina.tes. 

Aa .(1".) = z. are periodization functions of order a: 

11 = 1,. .. ,a, 
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DEFINITION 4. 

.,. 
r(a+p+2). f Cl ~ 

.(r) = B(a,.8,r) = f(a+l)r(p+l) t (I-f) dt (10) 
c 

is called algebraic Beta. periodiza.tion of order I a, p. la:' (;..:: ): - ~ 

DEFINITION 5 . 

.p(r) = S*{a,p,r} = ~!±l Jea~ COf5! ~d. (11 
B( 2 ' 2 ) A o 

is called trigonometric Beta. periodiza.tion of order (a,p) for 
a,p> -1-

It is obviotl$ that we can enforce the \'ani.hing of the function 
to be periodized by choosing the parameters a and p. 

In particular B(l, k,r) for keN is a polynomial of degree 2k+l. 

REMARK 2. Both periodizations are closelyrel&ted. This c:a.D 
be seen if we make the following substitution in B(a,p;1') : 

(12) 

Although both periodizations are cloRIy related, the triAono
metric Beta periodization is in m&ny ~ preferable. It is som~ 
times possible to remove certain singuluities of the iategtad by 
means r( the trigonometric Bet& periodizati6a~ 
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2. Numerical inversion of C'{F}. 

DEFINITION 6. 

Q, ~{T e R"IO, t" < 00 AI' k , a}. 

DEFINITION 7. 

(13) 

C'{F} = f(z1 •...• z,) = J e-<Z,T> F(T)dtl" . tit, (14) 

Q. 

is called .-dimensional Lapla.ce transform. 

Theorem 3. Let e-<Z,T> F(T) be integrable over Q, in tbe 
sense of Lebesgue for a vector Zo = (zf •.•.• z~) e C' and let f(Zo) 
converge absolutely tben 

C'{F} = f(z1 •... ,z,) = J e-<Z,T> F(T)dtl" . tit, (15) 

Q. 

converges in the complex half planes ~(z,,) ~ ~(z2).1 ~ k , •. 

Theorem .• _ Suppose the multivariate Laplace transform 
C'{F} = feZ) erisJs for ~(~I:) > 0 1 ~ k -~ i and let F(T) have 
continuous partiaJrderivatives of order one at least then 

• feZ) is a l hoiomorphlc function in tbe domain of conver
gence and 

• feZ) can· be inverted with the well known inversion for-
mula. 

iJ'=7+iOO e<Z,T> f(Z)dz1 ••• dz •. (16) 
... =_.-;00 

NOw we want to apply the method of good latice points to the 
mulitivariate inversion formula.. Let 

l+w 
z(tD} = -1-

•. l - tD 
(17) 
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9(10) z(1o) = ~ 

(E) 

E R(w) 
z( 

R(z) 

Fig. 1. Conformal mapping. 

be the conformal mapping which transforms the unit disk E = {w E 
C : Iwl lit I} onto the right half plane .(z) ~ 0 (Fig. 1.). 

The straight line R(z) = 0 corresponds to the circle 

(18) 

We co~pute straightforward 

z(W)=Z-i(l+Z)I:~!,p =Z-i(l+z)eot~. (11) 

As the Laplac-: transform is h6lomorphic: in the right half plane, 
the integral does not depend on the path of integration. We just 
have to choose z > o. 

4: .1+S' 
;;;.=' . 2t· 
.'" 2mn.2 

We substitute for each coordinate and ,ee s.taightforward 

. 211' 211' 

peT) =_1_ f· .. fun' et .( •• -.(I+-it)CIOt ~ 1 + Zt ). x 
(2r)' 2.'. 

. 0 0 =1 , , 

(20) 



X J(~l - t(1 + ~l)cot ~ " ··I~. 
- i(l + z.)c:ot .;) ~l "'~" (21) 

J..et .. be a periodiutionof order Q and let 0 < I < 1. We 
define: 

~. ::::22"(i + (1- () .. (~»), 
4 •• ::::2.-(1- ().,(~)d.~, 

e.g.,: %:::: t and 0 « < 1 (Fig. 2.). 

9 

• 

1 + i9(w) 

I j 
Fig. 2. Exa.m;lei 

(22) 

9 

"'-! ~ "'-, 

"Let Z· :::: (%1 .J.. i(l + %1) cot. t, ... ,: . ..:. i(l + %.) eot ~) and ,pI: :::: 
22"(t + (1- ().(~). 

If we apply t.hat t"usformation we comput.e st.raightforward 

Fe(T) = (1- (Y je<T.Z-> I(r) 
- . G. 

xiI (1 + %I:).'(n) 4~. (23) 
.=1 2sin' (rH + (1 - ().(~») 

Obviously holds 

.- (24) 



Because of the sine iD the denQminalor' of (23) we ~ot angu
larities of order 2 for T\ = 0 and 7't = 1 if ( = o. 

These angularities c:a.n be removed by choosing a periodiza.tion 
of order> 2. 

DuI"mOM 8. We denote tbe inte&rand of the intesral above: 

. Tbeorem 5. If 9( T\) are periodizatiOll (unctions 01 order 20 + 
2, l<t<, then H(Tlo ... ,T.)E E!. 

Proof. Let 

. H(Tb ...• T,) = (26) 
mll" .. ,m .. =-oo 

be the Fourier series of H(Tlo .... T,) with the Fourier coefficients 

c(ml •... ~m.) = J H(Tl, ...• r.)e-2"i(~1,.1+ ... +m .. r.)dTl···dr •. (27) 

G. 

Now we perform an Q -times partial integration with respect 
to all s coordinates. (as shown in the proof oftheorem 2) As .(71) 
are periodization functions we ~et straightforward 

I >1 1 fllJO.H('f"J. •...• r·)I"'-- ~ (28) c(ml .... , m. < {_ _ \at ~ Aa . "'1" 'u1" •• 
. ml ... m" v-1l" '4"-T', 

G. 
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I( Z·) and all its partial derivatives are bounded by & suitable 
constant K :::: K(J,z], ...• z,.cr). 

le( )/ " CK(J.Zl, ...• Z.,cr) ml! ... , m. __ ( _ _ ) . 
mt ... m, er 

(29) 

The constant C does not depend on ( because the order of 
periodization we have chosen is 2cr + 2. 

DEFINITION 9. F(T) E ~(Ct) if 
• P> 1 and 

• 
IC'{F}/ :::: If(Z)1 , Cl p' 

(lz11' . ,1%.1) 

Theorem 6. If feZ) E ~(Cl) tben 

fFE(T) - F(T)I = 0 (~-1) . 

Proof. We consider the fonowing set: 

(30) 

(31) 

A :::: {Z E C'I there is at least one coordina.te with l!lll > cot( r()}. 

I i . 1 J _. 
/Ff(T)-f(T!,:::: (2ri)' e<z,T>/(Z)dz1ooot!.z •. 

I' A 

(32) 

As feZ) E DpeCl) we get immedia.tely the assertion of (31). 
Now we a.ctuaJly wa.nt to concern with the numerical integra

tion ofthe function H( rt, ... , T.). 
Let 

(rf, ... ,"':> te{l, ... ,N} (33) 

be & set of nades in the .·dimensioaaJ unit cube G,. And let 
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Theorem 1 [5] [9b]. Let feZ) E .0:, (Cl)' We compaire tbe 
classiCal metbod an.d tbe metbod of good lattice points: 

• Using tbe metbod of good lattice points (optimal coeffl~ 
dents) the estimation 

(35) 

holds . 
• Using the cartesian. product rule tbe estimation 

N 

F(T) - ~LH(rf., ... ,r:) = 0 (N-~) 
1:=1. 

(36) 

bolds. 
Proof. Let a1, ... > a. be optimal coefficients modulo N. We first 

consider the optimal parallelepipedal latticel 

kE{l, .. "N}. (37) 

As H(rl, ... ,r.) E E~(CK) (29), we take use of Theorem 1 and 
get straightforward 

(38) 

. 
1 N 

F(T) - N L H(rf , .. " r:) =F(T) - I~(H) 
1:=1 • 

=F(T) -F~(T) + I(H) - IN(HJ. (39) 

According to Theorem 6 (f(Z) E D!(Cl» we compute: 

(40) 



By choosing € of the right size (e.g.: € of the order N - R ) 
the first assertion follows. 

If we use the classical cartesian rule for periodic function.s we 
need N = n' lattice points to perform the numerical integration. 

} _i (i1 i.) (1"1 I" • ,''') = -; I' .. , -; c, e {l •... ,n}. (41) 

1 It .. (1 1 ) I(H) = - " ... "H -1 •... ,.2. - RN. n' L..J L..J n n . 
la=l }.=1 

(42) 

As H E E! the best posiUble result we ca.n get (Korobov [5]) is 

(43) 

_ a 

Using the first assertion und choosing f of the order N 8(P - 1) 
we ca.n complete our proof. 

Chapter 11 

Introduetiory. ~ numerical algorithm using all the ideas of 
Chapter I is very tfpensive in compution time. A high dimensional 
problem can incree.se the (".amputa.tion time enormously. It is quite 
impossible to get satisfying results at reasonable computing times 
using a. usual singl~ processor system. As the algorithm cannot 
be sufficiently vectorikd {multiple exits, function interrupts a.s.o.} 
we want to implement it using a parallel environment. We want to 
discuss two different models: 

...• The STRANDS model (on a virtual distributed system) . 
• The UNDA model (on a Shared Memory MIMD system). 

1.1mplementation with STRAND!!. We wa.nt to use a. 
heterogenous network of workstations. STRAND§l is a. program .. 
ming language which supports the distribution' of the several pro-
cesses. 
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Something about STRAND §! , The programming la.n
guage STRANDS has been developped by the enterprise "Artifi
cial Intelligence Ltd." with support of experts in logic a.nd paral
lelism. STRANDH is nu a.bbrevation of STReaming AND paral
lelism. STRANDH is a logical decla.rative programming language 
which supports two distinct program design methodologies. Mod
ular decomposition and stepwise refinement. Large problems are 

initially decomposed into modules with carefully defined interfaces. 
Each module includes an interface definition that lists the functions 
it provides, or exports, to other modules in the system. Modules 
are sufficiently self-conta.ined that they can be reused for other a~ 
plica.tions. 
With the symbol ':-' we can seperate a problem from its decompo
sition into subproblems. 
e.g.: 

bif..prolllemO : -

(44) 

Each of the subproblems in the above formaliza.tion ma.y be 
considered the responsability of an independent entity that we sha.1l 
refer to as a process. The processes can be executed in any order 
or in parallel. Synchroniza.tion can be done by adding a communi
cation channel between the corresponding processes. 
e.g.: 

big..prob/emO : -

nbproWeml (Done), 

8ubproblem,(Done), 



4ubprobl emn O. (45) 

The processnbproblem2 would wait to receive & message from 
Buhprob1eml before performing its designated task. 

By using the other statement '@' we can run processes on other 
computers. 
e.g.: 

big...problemO :. -

subprob1eml O@Node;. 

4ubprob1em20@Nodej . (46) 

The process subproblemlO will run on N odei and the process 
subproblem20 will run on N odej. In this way we can spawn processes 
on our network. 

As there are many possible ways to connect computers, 
STRANDg provides a collection of virtual machines that are ab
stractions of the physical hardware. This provides the simulation of 
distributed system~. If the defined topology fits to the real available 
hardware the comfoutations will be done in parallel. 

As a high-lefel programming notation STRANDH provides . 
the ability to rapidly prototype programs. It is a.lso possible to 
reuse existing code segments in C or FORTRAN. By defining an in
terface file which manages the communication between STRANDH 
and the foreign code library whole processes can be written in C 
or FORTRAN (Fig. 3.). 

STRANDti.a 1-[ __ -I.~ m~~ Fil·ll-· __ -11 :~~N 
Fig. 3. Foreign Language Interf&c.e. 
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Computation in STRAND§! is performed by a set of interac
tion processes. Each process can be represented by a term of the 
form: 

p(T1, ••• , T,,) n)O, (47) 

where pin identifi~ the program used to execute the process and 
Tl, ... ,T" are the process arguments. The arguments are data struc
tures (terms) that comprise the process state. A STRAND§! pro
gram describes the actions that processes may perform. There are 
just three types of actions: 

• terminate, 
• change state, 

• fork. 
Programs are composed of a set of rules. each of which de

scribes a single action. Rules have the following general form: 

H: -G1, ... ,GmIB1, ... ,B... . m,n ~ 0, (48) 

where H is the rule head, G1 , ••• ,G. are the rule guards and B1, •••• 

Bra are the rule body. 
More details on STRANDY can be read in the book of I~n 

FOSTER [4]. 

Implementation. Suppose we had a heterogenous petwork 
system which consists of n + 1 Nodes. (e.g. n + 1 workstations). 

Let A = [at. 61] X ... X [CI,,6,] be the domain where we want 
to compute the original function F(T) = F(ti, ... ,t,). We 8UpPOse 
that we want to compute F(T) for L points in A. 

There exists an algorithm so that each number k e {l, ... ,L} 
is unequivocal mapped on a tuple (kl .... ,t,) representing the c0-

ordinates of the k-th point of inversion. This works if we use a 
presentation of the number k to the base number 1', where I' is the 
number of points in each dimension. 

At each point (kl, ... ,k.) we perform a numerical integra.tion 
(with &11 transforms and periodizations) usi~ the meth'bd of good 
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lattice points. The optimal coe1Iicients, we need for that, have been 
obtained before and are stOred in a file. . 

The invenion process itself is wriUen in the C-programminr; 
language, ~d all other transforms, periodizations and procedures 
are available in user-defined C-libraries. 

Now we want to start a process which is called Mauager-
Worker ProCess (MWP).'" " . 

. ,The .basic idea (Fig. 4.). The manager is responsible for 
partitioning a problem into subproblems and allocating these to 
workers. The workers are responsible for solving a single subprob
lem and requ~ting additional work fro~ the manager when they 
become idle. To achieve this balancing functionality, we define a 
balancing process that receives a list of subproblems and a stream 
of request from the workers. Let Nodeo be the node where we let 
the manager progJ;&ID run. Let Nodel, ... ,Node. be the workers. 
Here actually the hard integration worll will be done. 

manager (N odeo) " 

FiS: 4.' Sp~wnmg the MWP structure. .. 
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lap/ace..jnversion(ParameterList, Dutriiutionln/o): -', 

manager( ParameterUst, Distrihtionlnlo, &quub), 

merger(Streanu, Requests) 

init_workers(Distrihtionln/o,Stream.). (49) 

manager(ParameterList', Distril1utionln/o, Request.): -

partition(ParameterList, Distrilndionlnjo,Subpr061enu), 

balance(SubProl11enu,Requests). (50) 

iniLworkers(Distributionln/o,[merge(Request)IRs)): -

n> 01 
n == n -1, 

worker(Oo, Request)@Nodeq , 

init_workers(M odi/iedDistIn/o, Rs). 

iniLworkers(Distril1utionlnjo,D) :

n=OI 
terminate. (51) 

The proceeess workerO computes the origina.Uunction F(T)by 
changi.ng into a. C process or a. FOIITRAN process. "The result is 
sent back to the manager. 

The job of the manager; 
• partition the problem, 
I.} enga.ge n workers, 
o send them It. task (e.g.: compute F(T) for just It. several 

number of points}, 
o receive the signal if It. worker is ready, , 
• identify the worker, 



• send a new task to the idle worker, 
• send a stop signal· to all workers if there are no more tasks, 
• terminate when a.llworkers are idle and all tasks are dis

patched. 

The job of the workers: 

• request a task, 
• do the work, 
• send back the result to the m~a.ger, 
• 'request a new task, 
• termina.te when the stop signal arrives. 

If we use the MWP we should be able to minimize the idle 
timesoi the workers. 

C 

lapinv...cO 

STRANDB.! - SIF I 
STRANDaa laplace.h 

MWP' Interface supJapin.h .. 
j 

I File 
., 

'sup-complex.1J t 
I 

Fig. 5. Stutt~re ~f the implementation. 

Experiments on. a heterogenous network were very satisfactory. 
By the means of a profiling tool we could check the minimization 
of the idle times. 

Furthermore we implemented the MWP on a homogenous sys
tem and could obtain a quite linear speed-up, which indicates a 
well paralleli:aed algorithm. 

2. Implementau,on with C-LINDA. C-LINDA is a realizlL
tion, of Linda·that coordinates with the C programming language. 
We can write programs in C and make use of the operations in 
C-UNDA to create and coordina.te multiple erocesses as ~uired. 

" 
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There are four basic tuple space (an allocated associative object 
memory) operations in C-LINDA: 

• out (add a tuple to ,the tuple space (TS», 

• in (withdraw a tuple f~m the TS), 

• rd (like in with the exception that the matchedtuple re
mains in the TS), 

• eVGl. (Similar to out except that a tuple is evaluated after 
it is placed in theTS, rather then before.) 

In addition, there are two variant forms inp and rdp. These 
are predicate forms of in and rd. They do not cause process sus
pension if no matching tuple exists. Furthermore they return true· 
if the matching dOes not fail; otherwise they return' fa.lse. As the 
functions to be evaluate,: are placed in the TS. it is not predictabie 
which processor will actually perform the computation. A detaiied 
description of C-LINDA can be read in [7J. 

Implementation~ We suppose we had shared memory system 
with P processors. Before we implement our algorithm we should 
consider tM following facts: 

• Multiusersystem. As there are many USers logged in and 
let programs run, we do not know the system's perfor
mance at a certain time it ,when we start our program at 
time to. 

• Processors cannot be allocated before we start a program. 
Tuples and so called "evals" will be withdrawn from .the 
TS without any determinism .. 

These are the ~asons to partition the whole problem in small 
subproblems and to balance the load as dynamically as possible. 

We suppose that there are L points for which we want \0 com
pute the original function. In the previousparagra.ph we . could 
see that there is a bijective mapping of {l, ... ,L}ontotheset of 
:::o-ordinates. So the inversion of I(Z) for one point could be one 
subproblem. We write a. progra.m which contains the same idea 
that we used for the MWP in STRAND •. 



reaLmainO 
{ 

:~'. . 
Plet.ee all ,shared V¥iables in the TS (out); 
for(i::: l;i'~i;i + +) , 

{ '" ,., ........ -.. 
Place L different numbers in the TS(out)i } , ". . 

for(i = i;i.sP;i++) { .. ,' . 

Place P eyal(laplaCeJnversionO) in the TSj 
/* These:will be: our workers. '" / 
} 

for(i= l;i$ L;i++} 
{ 
Withdraw L results from the TS(in}; 

r} 

We placed the sha.red. variables in the TS and 'We placed P 
:",ork:e: proCes~' il.the'TS',. E~ch w~~ker process is caHed laplace_ 
mver.aonO, After, that we start to withdraw the results, from the 
TS until the last "'orker is idle and the last result has been placed . 
in theTSi' ' 

j,:': , 

"Worker Cpde": 

laplet.ee..iuversionO ' .-
{ 

f 

Read the shared Variables from the the TS,' without 
. removing them'(rd);' 
while (inp(one of theL numbers» l*1f there is something to 

do·' 
{ 
compute the co-ordinates of the poin~ 

"'" - .. '!' 
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compute tbe original· function F(T); 
place the result together with tbe co-ordinates in the TS; 
} 

} 

Each worker tries to withdraw points from the TS (inp). ~hcn
ever a worker terminated the numerical inversion of feZ) for one 
point he requests more work immediately: A 'minimazation of the 
idle times should be guaranteed,too. 

Examples • 

• 

.c{t2;-t} = (Z:1)3' 
Table 1. One dimensional example 

·A #(NEGd a error 
(0,4) 102 10-6 6 4.10-4 

~~'~~ loa .10-9 6 4.10-6 

0,4 10" .. 10-12 6 4.10-8 

• 

Table 2. Two dimensiona.l example 

A #(N E Gt) I er error 
(0.5,2.5) x (0.5,2.5) 10009 10-9 6 10--:10 

(0.5,2.5) x (0.5,2.5) 46368 10-10 6 8.10- 11 

(0.5,2.5) x (0.5,2.5) 196418 10-11 . 6 10-12 

(0.5,2.5) x (0.5,2.5) 317811 . 10":'12 6 4.1043 

We want to compute the speed-up ~ues for that problem· 
(Fig. 6.). 'I'I~. . 



!Speed Up 

i 20 • • . == obtained Sp(.-ed Up 

'-- = maximal Speed Up 

15 
• 

r= :-_ 10 

~ 
L-, 
}-
L-

~5 / 

~ / 
I ' ~
i-- , 

~Itl 10 15 20 

I I I' I I I I 'I I I I 'I I I Processors 

'I ' 

Fig. 6. SpeecI/up for parallel processing. 
i 

Here the sp~d up is quite linear, too. The problem has been 
decomposed sufficiently and' the idle times of th'e several workers' 
have been minimized by a dynamic load balancing of the whole 
process. 
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